ENVISION GLASSES

Envision Glasses are AI for your eye. They use the power of speech to
make everyday life more accessible for any visual impairment. Built like a
platform, the Envision Glasses are also constantly updated with new
features and functionalities, such as…

 Scan text: Turn any text into speech with Scan Text. Be it
handwritten notes, books or your favorite recipes. In over 60
languages.

 Video Call: Call someone you trust to share your point of view,
with Video Call. For a second opinion while shopping or exploring a
new path.

 Instant Text: Read any short text that’s in front of you with
Instant Text. Find everything from house numbers, the products you
love or even your favorite vinyl.

 Scene Description: Get detailed scene descriptions anywhere. So
you know what’s around, every step of the way.

 Facial Recognition: Find your colleagues or friends in an instant,
with Face Recognition. Let’s get those conversations started.

Is that all? Well, hold that thought. You can also:






Find missing items in no time with Object Recognition
Sort laundry easily with Color Detection
Check if the lamp is turned on with Light Detection
Dive into that book you want to read with Batch Scan
Share the information you come across with Export Text

Tech Specs: Envision Glasses currently works with Google Glass
Enterprise Edition 2. In addition to a sleek design, it comes packed with
great tech specs:
 Camera: An 8-MP camera with a wide field-of-view that captures
every detail.
 Wi-Fi and Bluetooth: Keeps you connected at all times.
 Battery: 5-6 hours with regular usage. USB-C supported fast charging.
 Audio: Directional Mono Speaker, USB audio and Bluetooth audio.
 Robust & Light: Water and Dust resistant. Weighs a tenth of a pound.
Unsure about the glasses? Try out Envision’s technology with the
EnvisionAI app on the Google Play and Apple App Stores!

Envision Glasses: $3750 + 2.25% Med. Tax + $15 Shipping
Smith Optics Frame for Custom Lenses: +$399

Order by calling 1-800-919-3375 or online at
www.lighthousetoolsforliving.com

